
 
 

 The Movie club provide students the opportunity to watch movies to make them aware of the 

recent trends in entertainment and amusement which can be later used for  

Club is centered on projecting quality film and having an informal discussion following the movie. 

Movies selected are always award winning, delivering some social messages, relating to technological 

use etc. It provides a platform for the students to express their creativity, emotions, feelings and 

perceptions with their friends along with some informal learning. The film acts a tool to express the 

unspoken words and sentences to the outside world. 
 

Objectives 
· To create awareness 
· To create awareness on the social awareness messages delivered through films
· To know  the recent trends of technology used
· To share and critique the film with peers
· To spread the love of  film making
· To inculcate the habi
· To empower them to become young Short  film makers  , photographers 

activities 
· To give you the chance to

meaningful engagement with film
 
Activites 
· Making & Editing Short- Film  

Teacher member : Mrs.A.Jeya Kavitha
     Assistant Professor of Computer Science
     Annammal College of Education for women
 
Student Representative  : Ms. S. Santhana Gowri
     B.Ed  I year
 
Suggestions from all the teachers are taken into consideration for selecting a film to be projected. 
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Club is centered on projecting quality film and having an informal discussion following the movie. 

Movies selected are always award winning, delivering some social messages, relating to technological 

for the students to express their creativity, emotions, feelings and 
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To create awareness about the recent film technology   
To create awareness on the social awareness messages delivered through films
To know  the recent trends of technology used 
To share and critique the film with peers 
To spread the love of  film making 
To inculcate the habit of imagination of concept transformation to implementation
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To give you the chance to provide children and young people with the opportunity for 
ement with film. 
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